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FOREWORD

IT IS THIS PASSION FOR TRULY QUALITY
LIFESTYLES FROM WHICH NIDOZ RESIDENCES
@ DESA PETALING WAS CONCEIVED. BUILT
FROM THE PERSPECTIVE OF OUR FIRMLY HELD
VALUES OF A SUSTAINABLE FUTURE FOR
OUR LOVED ONES, WE ENSURE THAT EACH
AND EVERY HOME CATERS TO A BEAUTIFUL
EXPERIENCE FOR HOMEOWNERS. IN THIS
ISSUE, YOU CAN READ UP ABOUT NIDOZ
RESIDENCES @ DESA PETALING AND HOW
THESE HOMES STAND OUT FROM THE REST.
As we move along in the year 2016, we at Exsim continue to strive
towards better offerings for our new and existing customers.
We believe that even in this economic climate, we are still able to
produce property gems that guarantee a brighter future. We hope
you will walk with us on this path towards prosperity as we have more
to unveil in the next quarter of this blessed year!

A house becomes a home when we are able
to create beautiful moments with our family.
At Exsim we never see houses as merely
properties for profit – we always go a step
further to create spaces that help build the
life of your dreams.
Cheers,
LIM AIK HOE
Managing Director
Exsim Group of Companies

As we are planting our seed, we value all feedback and comment which will help us to grow healthily.
Please write to our PR & Corporate Communications team at lorraine.siew@exsim.my

PROPERTY HIGHLIGHTS
THE LEAFZ @ SUNGAI BESI

THE LEAFZ @
SUNGAI BESI:

MERGING NATURE
& INNOVATION
A breakthrough
development
where nature meets
technology, The Leafz
@ SUNGAI BESI offers
the best of inspired
living amidst lush
landscapes, state-ofthe art facilities and
designer-standard
interiors.

Sizes: Typical condo
from 750 sqft to 1,430 sqft

No of units
643 units

Date of completion
Q2 2015

T

oday’s homeowners seek out inspiration and freedom in the way
they live and work. When it comes to their homes, many are opting
for personal spaces that meet their unique lifestyles in imaginative
ways where personalised comfort and a growing respect for the
environment take the lead.
Introducing...our second completed project, The Leafz @ Sungai Besi,
a remarkable development crafted and created to meet the current
demands of modern lifestyles.
Following the encouraging reception to The Treez Jalil Residence @
Bukit Jalil, The Leafz @ Sungai Besi continues the marriage of smart
technology with an appreciation for nature. As Exsim’s second residential
and GBI-certified development project, this outstanding development
exemplifies Exsim’s best breakthroughs in design and functionality.
From world-class facilities that are available right at your doorstep
to a breathtaking visual experience, The Leafz @ Sungai Besi ensures
that every aspect of better living is considered.
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Concept
The Leafz @ Sungai Besi is conceptualised as a high rise development
that offers high quality spaces for urban living. This residence is
created as a place where people can freely move about and
constantly seek to engage and discover themselves. The resulting
architecture is a dynamic expression of this intent, redefining the
traditional boundary of spaces and the fundamental rules of a building.
Here, trees and plants are allowed to grow vertically together with the
building. The roof is not just an element that protects you from rain
or shine. It becomes a space where owners can experience ‘life in the
sky’. Within the rooftop area, a gymnasium floats across a 50 metre
sky swimming pool perched on the top edge of the building.

PROPERTY HIGHLIGHTS
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A canopy of inspiration and bliss.
Merging every layer of life into one
practical living space. Soothed by
lush nature at every turn, it is time
to turn over a new Leafz of life.
THE LEAFZ @ SUNGAI BESI
TAKES HOME THE ILAM MLAA
HONOUR AWARD 2015
A hearty congratulations to Exsim! The Leafz @ Sungai Besi has
been awarded the coveted ILAM MLAA HONOUR AWARD for the year
2015 under the Professional Category – Landscape Design Awards.
Organised by the Institute of Landscape Architects Malaysia (ILAM)
and endorsed by International Federation of Landscape Architects
(IFLA) the Malaysia Landscape Architecture Awards (MLAA) are
presented to outstanding Malaysian landscape architecture and
related fields in recognition for the winners’ design excellence.
Carried out in conjunction with The World Landscape Architecture
Month 2016, the Awards Ceremony was recently held on 9th April
2016 (Saturday) at One World Hotel, Bandar Utama, Selangor.

Features
Adopting green practices, The Leafz @ Sungai Besi merges green technology and art to create a
serene and healthy environment for its residents. Living ‘green skin’ on the walls and green garden
on the roof help regulate temperature and humidity for cooler surroundings while optimising flow of
oxygen and reducing carbon dioxide to provide crisp fresh air for its residents. The Leafz @ Sungai
Besi innovates energy efficiency by applying the use of longer lifespan LED and solar panels which
produce renewable energy. Not only that, The Leafz @ Sungai Besi also puts in place a rainwater
harvesting system that recycles rainwater for selected usage and a water retention system that
preserves soil from turning dry and infertile.

Location
Strategically located in Sungai Besi, The Leafz @ Sungai Besi is easily accessible via a myriad
of major highways to and from Kuala Lumpur and Petaling Jaya. Neighbouring a matured
township with flourishing retail and business areas, The Leafz @ Sungai Besi also provides
complete entertainment and shopping convenience.
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FEATURE
8 WAYS TO SLEEP BETTER AT NIGHT

8

WAYS
TO SLEEP
BETTER
AT NIGHT

Getting a good night’s
sleep is important
for our physical and
mental health. Here
are 8 tips to alleviate
bedtime stress and
help you sleep better.

S

leep has an impact on every aspect of your health and your life. When you have quality
sleep, this increases your overall energy level, improves your heart and immune system,
contributes to a better mood and even ensures a longer life. The amount of sleep that each
person needs is different; however, it is recommended that a healthy adult should sleep, on
average, between seven and nine hours a night. Here are a handful of tips and tricks to help
you fall asleep more easily and have a sound slumber throughout the night.

2 CREATE A SLEEP SANCTUARY
Your bedroom should be reserved for sleeping and intimate activities. Don’t bring work to
bed. Also consider turning your bedroom into a haven for rest and relaxation. First of all,
check your bed: your mattress and pillow should provide full comfort and support. Replace
them if they are causing backaches or a stiff neck in the morning. Next, make sure your
sleep environment is conducive for a good night’s sleep. The bedroom should be dark, quiet,
tidy, well-ventilated and be kept at a temperature of between 18°C and 24°C. Consider using
blackout curtains, eye shades, ear plugs, “white noise” machines, humidifiers, fans and other
devices to help you out. Also, if you have a pet that regularly wakes you during the night, you
may want to consider keeping it out of your bedroom.

1 HAVE A BEDTIME ROUTINE
3 KEEP TECHNOLOGY OUT OF THE BEDROOM

Make sleep a priority and treat it as an important to-do in your daily life. This means
‘showing up’ for sleep and keeping to a consistent sleep and wake schedule – even on
the weekends. It’s a good idea to have a soothing sleep routine to help you transition
from wake time to sleep time. For example, you can take an hour before bed doing
something relaxing – reading, meditation, listening to calming music or have a warm
bath. Avoid stressful, stimulating activities like trying to solve a work issue that requires
a lot of thinking or discussing emotional issues. Physically and psychologically stressful
activities can cause the body to secrete the stress hormone cortisol, which is associated
with increasing alertness. If there’s something bothering you, try writing it down and
putting it aside – you can always deal with it in the morning.

Television, smartphones, tablets, laptops and computers should be kept out of the bedroom.
This is because light from these devices triggers stimulating chemicals in the brain that tell
your body it’s time to be awake, thus making it harder to wind down. Turn off TVs, computers,
and other blue-light sources that may come from your cell phone or tablet an hour before you
go to bed. Cover any displays you can’t shut off.

4 AVOID NAPS
Power napping or catnaps may help to reenergize you during the day. But if you find you have
trouble falling asleep at night, you might want to consider avoiding naps especially late in the
afternoon. This is because late-day naps decrease sleep drive. If you must nap, it’s better to
keep it short and before 5 p.m.
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5 EAT RIGHT AT NIGHT

6 WATCH YOUR WATER INTAKE

It’s best to have your last meal of the day two to three
hours before bedtime. Too much food before bed
overloads your digestive system, which affects how
well you sleep. Also, skip heavy and spicy foods at this
time if you are prone to heartburn or indigestion as they
can keep you awake. If you would like something to
keep those hunger pangs away at night, stick to light
evening snacks like cereal with milk or crackers and
cheese. Experts also suggest avoiding caffeine, alcohol
and cigarettes before bed. Caffeinated products found
in coffee, tea, chocolate, cola, and some pain relievers
decrease a person’s quality of sleep as these products
contain strong stimulants. Similarly, tobacco also produces
a stimulating effect – so keep these away when it’s
time to get your zzz. While alcohol may help bring on
sleep, many drinkers do not realise that after a few
hours it acts as a stimulant, which makes it harder for
them to fall asleep. Hence, it’s best to limit alcohol
consumption to one to two drinks per day, or less, and
to avoid drinking within three hours of bedtime.

It’s essential to drink enough H20 to keep you from
getting thirsty and dehydrated while you sleep. But
don’t overdo it as it will increase your night-time trips
to the bathroom. For those who have a hard time falling
asleep, it can be hard to get back to sleep quickly.
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7 EXERCISE DURING THE DAY
Many studies have shown that exercise promotes
better sleep. Researchers in Northwestern University’s
Department of Neurobiology and Physiology reported
that previously sedentary adults who got aerobic exercise
four times a week improved their sleep quality from
poor to good. This said however, exercise must be done
at the right time – if it’s done too close to bedtime, it
may be more difficult to fall asleep afterwards. Experts
suggest exercising at least three hours before bed or
work out earlier in the day.

8 SLEEP ONLY WHEN YOU NEED TO
While it’s ideal to have a consistent schedule for going to bed, if
you really can’t fall asleep at that particular time, don’t force it. If
you’re not asleep after 20 minutes, get out of bed, go to another
room, and do something relaxing, like reading or listening to
music until you are tired enough to sleep.

References: www.webmd.com; bettersleep.org; sleepfoundation.org; healthysleep.med.harvard.edu; www.healthline.com
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WHAT’S IN PROGRESS
STATUS OF PROJECTS UNDER EXSIM GROUP

CONSTRUCTION
PROGRESS

FROM PRESTIGIOUS CONDOMINIUMS TO THRIVING INDUSTRIAL
PARKS, EXSIM’S LATEST COLLECTION OF PRIME DEVELOPMENTS
ARE WELL ON THEIR WAY TOWARDS COMPLETION. LET’S LOOK AT
SOME OF THE CURRENT PROJECTS THAT ARE IN PROGRESS.

	PROJECT	
		

* Obtained Certificate of Completion and Compliance (CCC)
i) Nouvelle Industrial Park @ Balakong - 27 October 2015
ii) Twin Arkz @ Bukit Jalil - 22 March 2016

1.

WORK DONE/	PROGRESS
PROGRESS (%)	UPDATE DATE	

1

TWIN ARKZ @ Bukit Jalil

100%

as of 31 March 2016

2016

2

NOUVELLE INDUSTRIAL PARK @ Balakong

100%

as of 31 March 2016

2015

3

PETALZ RESIDENCES @ Old Klang Road

55%

as of 31 March 2016

2017

4

EXPRESSIONZ PROFESSIONAL SUITES @ Tun Razak

35%

as of 31 March 2016

2018

5

THE RAINZ @ Bukit Jalil

20%

as of 31 March 2016

2018

6

NOUVELLE INDUSTRIAL PARK @ Meru

55%

as of 31 March 2016

2017

7

NOUVELLE INDUSTRIAL PARK @ Kota Puteri

10%

as of 31 March 2016

2018

TWIN ARKZ
@ Bukit Jalil
(Project 100% completed)

View from Bukit Jalil Recreation Park

View from Jalan Jalil Perkasa 1

View from Podium 5

2.
View of industrial lots

3.

COMPLETION DATE
(ACCORDING TO SPA)

Front view of the facade

NOUVELLE INDUSTRIAL
PARK @ Balakong
(Project 100% completed)

Wide roads leading to each lot

PETALZ
RESIDENCES
@ Old Klang Road

Tower A - 20th Floor structure

Swimming Pool structure completed
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Tower B - 19th Floor structure
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4.
Overall site view

5.
6.

7.

Tower A Structural works for Podium
levels are in progress
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EXPRESSIONZ
PROFESSIONAL
SUITES
@ Tun Razak

Tower B Structural works for Podium
levels are in progress

THE RAINZ
@ Bukit Jalil

Tower A Podium slab

Tower B level 8 slab in progress

View from Tower A to Tower B

Block A Structural works are in progress

Block B Architectural, mechanical and
eletrical works are in progress

Block D Architectural, mechanical,
eletrical works are in progress

Completion of earthwork and retaining wall

Overall site view

Overall site view

NOUVELLE
INDUSTRIAL
PARK
@ Meru

NOUVELLE
INDUSTRIAL
PARK
@ Kota Puteri
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FEATURE
CREATIVE DECORATING IDEAS FOR YOUR LIVING ROOM

CREATIVE
DECORATING
IDEAS FOR YOUR
LIVING ROOM

Turn your living room
into a haven of comfort
and style with these
decorating ideas that
enhance your space
instantly.
A

s one of the most sociable rooms in the house, the living room is often used as
multifunctional space – here’s where you spend quality time with your family,
entertain guests or simply rest and relax while watching TV. If you spend a lot of time in
your living room, physical and visual comfort is important. Good news is, you don’t have
to compromise style and décor in favour of comfort. In fact, function and style can go
hand-in-hand. From practical furniture pieces to lighting, flooring and accessories, you
can use these elements to create an elegant living room that serves your lifestyle and
personal taste.
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FAB AND FUNCTIONAL FURNITURE
Getting the right kind of furniture is key to decorating a living room successfully as your
living room furniture serve as one of the most important pieces in this space. Where you
place your furniture in a room will also instantly set the tone for how you’ll live in that
room. Consider the size, scale and style of your furniture. Also think about your lifestyle
and how you will be using your living room. Remember, the room should be functional
as well as pleasing to the eye. For instance, will the area be used as a common gathering
space for family and friends? Or would it be mostly a place to relax, read and watch your
favourite movie? If so, perhaps consider how the room can be divided or if furniture can
serve dual purposes.
From here you can determine the right kind of furniture for your living room. For example,
a clean L-shape sofa is great for open areas that need to be divided – such as separating
the living room from the dining room. You can also opt to surround your sofa with chairs
and cushions to create multiple seating areas that can be enjoyed individually, or as a
large group. Also, if you have a large living room and want to implement more chairs
and tables in your living room, a chaise or a daybed could be a good alternative to a
traditional couch.

CHIC COLOURS
Colours are one of the most effective ways to quickly enhance your living room. With
the right palette, you can add an instant touch of style to your space. Colours can
be applied through painting the walls or using colourful fabrics and accessories.
This said, however, it is crucial to pick the right colours that would give you the
ambience that you are looking for. For example if you would like a quiet place for
relaxing, it’s ideal to choose a cool and serene palette that would be soothing
yet elegant. If you are planning for a vibrant living room, consider pops of bold colours
introduced through the use of pillows, lampshades or accessories in the living room.
If you are painting your living room, go for a more neutral colour for the backdrop.
Then, choose a brighter shade for the accent wall – this is effective if your living room
lacks a focal point, or if you want to further emphasize a focal point. An accent wall can
emphasize a particular shade, or you could use a complementary design like stripes or
two hues separated by a chair rail.

ELEGANT LIGHTING
Your living room’s colour palette should always be complemented by proper lighting. To
know what sort of lighting to install, think about each area of your room. Some parts need
general lighting, some areas might not need any. However, when you have a room where
everything is lit evenly, nothing stands out. To create a sense of drama and visual interest,
pick a focal point and perhaps a secondary focal point and highlight those. Add general
ambient lighting and some lower lighting, like table lamps, for interest. Another way to
layer lighting can be in the form of track lighting which helps focus light on the space where
you’ll be working. Combining different types of lights will make the space more interesting.

PERSONAL TOUCH
To create a truly unique living room, include items that have personal meaning for you.
There’s nothing better than looking up and seeing a photo of your husband or kids, or
anyone who is special to you. Make your living space personal by incorporating happy
memories and happy thoughts through different ways. Frame family photos, photos of
gatherings of friends, holiday celebrations, and travel highlights and hang the photos
around you.
Another way is to put in art pieces that you love. Select those from artists that you admire
and place them in your living room as a focal point for inspiration. You can also get
creative and make your own decorating accessories. Repurpose an old cabinet or create
new accessories from old glass bottles and recycled matarials. You can also shop at flea
markets to find interesting accessories that you can adapt to your space to add a touch of
whimsy to your living room.

* Photos taken from our actual show units
References: interiordec.about.com; www.houzz.com; www.hgtv.com; freshome.com;www.bhg.com
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PROPERTY HIGHLIGHTS
NIDOZ RESIDENCES @ DESA PETALING

NEW LAUNCH:
NIDOZ
RESIDENCES @
Desa Petaling:
A PLACE TO CALL HOME

H

ome is where the heart is. At Nidoz Residences @
Desa Petaling, every home is crafted to perfection,
offering families a serene and wholesome sanctuary to
spend time together. Nestled in the midst of greenery,
here’s where residents can wake up to the beauty of
nature every day.
Located strategically within the burgeoning township
of Desa Petaling, Nidoz Residences @ Desa Petaling is
highly accessible via several major routes including the
MEX and Kuala Lumpur-Seremban Highway. Ultimate
convenience is also at your doorstep as the flourishing
township is surrounded by numerous facilities, amenities
and retail options nearby.
Within the development itself, each and every unit
has been designed thoughtfully to offer ample space
for a growing family. There are two types of layouts to
choose from: Type A (1,219 sqft) which comprises 4
bedrooms and 2 bathrooms and Type B (1,403 sqft)
which comes with 5 bedrooms and 3 bathrooms.
Whether it’s the smaller unit or the larger unit, residents
can rest assured that these layouts ensure a bright and
airy home.

Upon stepping outside of the condo, a myriad of
engaging facilities have been integrated into the condo
development to offer residents the best of life. One of
the highlights is the dedicated urban garden which
gives residents the opportunity to nurture their green
thumbs. From household vegetation to an assortment of
exotic herbs, the urban garden is made exclusively for
residents to develop and cultivate.
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Celebrate every beautiful
moment with your loved
ones at Nidoz Residences
@ Desa Petaling, where
the beauty of nature and
the space to foster strong
bonds with your family
come together in
perfect harmony.

GROUND FLOOR FACILITIES

SKY FACILITIES

1.
2.
3.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.

4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Guard House
Drop Off Lobby
Outdoor Half
Basketball Court
Urban Farm
Orchard Garden
Eco Pond
Farm
Bridge

PODIUM FACILITIES
1.
2.
3.

Residents are also welcomed to partake in other leisure
amenities that make living at Nidoz Residences @ Desa
Petaling a class above the rest. At the Podium, get active
and sweat it out at the gym, badminton court or the extreme
park. Then chill out in the pool or nourish your body and
mind at the yoga zone. If you prefer to explore views from
the top, head on up to the Sky Lounge where an outdoor
gym, yoga deck along with flower gardens give you a variety
of activities to clear your head and enjoy life to the fullest.

4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

Extreme Park
Indoor Badminton Court
Indoor Half
Basketball Court
Multipurpose Hall
Playground
Outdoor Gym
Children Playroom
Yoga & Dancing Zone
Gym Room
Wading Pool (600mm)
Wading Pool (300mm)
Water Splash Play Area

Yoga Deck
Sky Outdoor Gym
Sky Lounge Center 1
Sky Lounge 1
Outdoor Al fresco 1
Sky Lounge 2
Outdoor Al fresco 2
Hibiscus Garden
Viewing Deck
Sky Lounge Center 2
Pool Deck
Sky Lounger’s Deck
Sky Pool (50m)
Lily & Heliconia Garden
Sky Lounge 4

No matter if it’s a comfortable
lifestyle you are looking for,
or a vibrant way of life –
Nidoz Residences @ Desa
Petaling offers the perfect
home to explore different
lifestyle options.
For more information, log on to

SALES GALLERY

nidoz.com.my

No.7-G, Medan Kelang Lama 28, No. 419, Jalan Kelang Lama, 58000 KL.
T • +603-7773 1211 | F • +603-7773 0211 | E • info@nidoz.com.my
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LEGAL ADVICE
STRATA MANAGEMENT

5

THE THINGS YOU
SHOULD KNOW ABOUT
STRATA MANAGEMENT

S

trata living is not foreign to those who stay in land scarce city such as Greater Kuala Lumpur. The concept of
strata was introduced in 1985 and is a form of property ownership and development format that caters to the
subdivision of buildings to ensure higher density and better efficiency of land utilization.
In simpler words, strata living is a form of community living where it holds
several households or different entities under one roof. Thus, there is a need to
manage these strata buildings especially when it comes to common areas such
as lifts, stairwells, corridors, lobby and any other facilities within the development
(“Common Properties”). Generally, Developers would take on the responsibility
to manage and maintain the Common Properties until the management is taken
over by the strata owners themselves. One may not expect the Developers to carry
such obligations without an expiry. Try to imagine if these Common Properties are
not well maintained or being mismanaged, the strata owners or occupiers will
be the direct victim of such unfortunate circumstance. Thus, furtherance to the
introduction of strata, the Management Corporation (“MC”) is also introduced as the
eventual management body for the strata development that includes units owned by
the owners (main parcel and accessory parcel) and the Common Properties.
Nevertheless, Developers are usually required to manage the strata building
for a period of time as the subdivision and issuance of strata titles can be slow.
Moreover, strata owners also generally lack the experience and knowledge for
immediate take-over of the management from the Developer.

Fund which serves as a kind of reserved fund. The amount of
Sinking Fund is prescribed at 10% of the Charges until it is
decided otherwise by the management body at a rate of not
less than 10% of the Charges. Then, the collected Charges and
sinking fund are kept and maintained in separate accounts.

In 2007, the Joint Management Body (“JMB”) and Commissioner of Buildings
(“COB”) were both introduced to bridge these gaps in strata living; and for the first
time, strata management gained its rightful importance with specific legislation
beyond the Strata Titles Act 1985. This specific legislation takes the form of the
Building and Common Property (Management and Maintenance) Act 2007 (“BCPA”).

When a strata owner fails to pay the Charges and Sinking Fund,
the management body may impose a late payment interest of
not more than 10% per annum and the owner shall also be
liable to any amount lawfully incurred by the management body
to procure the outstanding sum.

Catching the trend of rapid urbanization in the last lap of Malaysia towards a first
world developed status, new laws were soon passed in 2013 to address new gaps
in the strata regime that finally came into effect on 1 June 2015 in the current
form of the Strata Title Act 1985 and the Strata Management Act 2013 (“SMA”),
from which the latter effectively replaced the BCPA 2007. The important roles
of the strata owners are magnified with responsibilities and duties specifically
spelled out in the new laws while the establishment of the Strata Management
Tribunal with the maximum claim up to RM250,000 is a positive move to address
the increasing numbers of disputes in relation to strata management both
quantitatively and qualitatively.

Thus, it is now important for strata owner to observe the
punctual payment of the Charges and Sinking Fund. The
owners are given 14 days to make payment or they may
receive a notice of demand prescribed in Strata Management
(Maintenance and Management) Regulation 2015. Bear in mind
that failure to comply notice of demand is an offence.

The new strata laws dictates that management starts when ownership and
related risks are passed to the strata owners; ie. management will start with
delivery of keys to the strata unit. Be remindful that your very first bill of Charge
and contribution of Sinking Fund usually come together, which marks that the
management services are to commence from the same date.
Here, we shall share 5 things that strata owners should know about the Strata
Management Act 2013 (SMA 2013):

1. MANAGEMENT BODIES
There are 3 management bodies that strata owners should know: JMB, MC
and Subsidiary Management Corporation (“Sub MC”). The members of the MC
and Sub-MC are solely strata owners while the JMB is jointly managed with the
participation of the Developer and all owners.
Both JMB and MC have the same function in managing the strata development.
JMB forms when vacant possession of parcels is delivered to the strata owners
but pending the issuance of strata title; while MC is formed upon the issuance of
strata title. In other words, if strata titles are delivered together with the keys to
the strata unit, the formation of JMB is not applicable.
Sub-MC is allowed by SMA 2013 for the management of the designated Limited
Common Property in the development. A Limited Common Property is such part of
common property designated for the exclusive benefit of certain strata owners but
not all. This is useful for mixed development with both residential and commercial
parcel. The Sub-MC shall manage the Limited Common Property by separately
collecting the Contribution of Sinking Fund and Charges from the entitled owners.
For example, penthouse parcel owners are entitled to the exclusive garden and
infinity pool at the roof top while these are not accessible by other strata owners
in the same development.

2. CHARGES
Without funds, the management body of the strata development is not able to
control, maintain and manage the whole development. Thus, a vital role of the
management body is to determine and impose service charges or maintenance
fees (“Charges”). Strata owners shall pay the Charges in proportion to the share
units of his parcel and the Charges are normally collected in advance by the
management body on a quarterly basis together with the Contribution of Sinking

*

If the outstanding sum remains not settled for another 14
days after the notice of demand is served, the management
may bring the matter to the COB and Strata Management
Tribunal. The Courts of Malaya shall serve as the last resort
for any strata management issues. The management body
may apply a warrant of attachment to sell the moveable
property of the owner in order to recover the outstanding sum
owed by the owner.
There is also a new set of By-laws that stipulates certain powers
of the management body to recover the outstanding sum.

3. BY-LAWS

neighbours are not cooperating by allowing access to identify
and rectify the problem. However, if you are facing this issue
now, fret not! There is a prescribed procedure to follow and
statutory presumption that the leakage has originated from
the upper floor parcel unless the owner of upper floor can
prove otherwise.
“Inter-floor leakage” means any evidence of dampness, moisture
or water penetration on the ceiling and/or any furnishing material
attached to the ceiling that form parts of the interior of a parcel,
common property or limited common property.
On the other hand, “damage to a party wall” means any evidence
of dampness, moisture or water penetration on the wall and/or
any furnishing material attached to the wall that form parts of the
interior of a parcel, common property or limited common property.
The management body has the power to carry out an inspection
within 7 days from the date of receiving notice of strata owners.
In other words, the management body shall determine the
cause of inter-floor leakage/damage to party wall and also
the responsible party to rectify any defect that has caused the
inter-floor leakage/damage to party wall. Upon completion of
inspection, the management body shall then issue a certificate
of inspection stating the cause of leakage and responsible
party to rectify. Lastly, the management body may carry out
the rectification work and to recover all cost and expenses of
rectification work from the party responsible to rectify the
leakage/damage, in the event the party responsible to rectify the
leakage/damage fails to carry out the rectification work within
7 days from the date of receiving of the certificate of inspection.

5. IMPORTANCE OF ATTENDING GENERAL MEETINGS

Prior to the enforcement of the SMA 2013, the Deed of Mutual
Covenants usually serves as the house rules and/or guidelines
for the do’s and don’ts in the strata development. The Ministers
have made a set of by-laws as stipulated in Third Schedule
of the Strata Management (Maintenance and Management)
Regulations 2015. The contents are identical as the Deed of
Mutual Covenants and house rules and these are applicable
to all strata developments replacing any existing house rules.
These By-laws are stipulated to ensure that there is uniform
control, management, administration, use and enjoyment of the
individual parcels and the common property for the common
benefit of all strata developments. The By-laws included the
function of the management body, power of management body,
general duties of the strata owners and others.
An example of the power of management body is that the
management body is now allowed to publish a list of defaulting
strata owners at the notice board and at the same time cease
their access cards and use of common facilities (including
parking) until the outstanding sum is paid. Furthermore, the
prescribed By-laws may not be amended and any additional
By-laws thereafter made by the management body which
is inconsistent with the prescribed By-laws shall be void
and invalid.

4. INTER-FLOOR LEAKAGE & DAMAGE TO A PARTY WALL
It is very frustrating to find a leakage or damage on the wall in
your unit. It is even more frustrating when the issue may not
be identified and fixed when the management body and the

This article is contributed by Mr. Chris Tan. Chris is the founder and now Managing Partner of Chur Associates, a boutique legal practice that thrives in delivering business
friendly solutions for its clients and having a niche, positioning of ‘Everything Real Estate’ serving the entire value chain from the upstream to the downstream.
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Strata owners are akin to the shareholders of the management
corporation. Thus their active participation in the general
meeting is greatly encouraged for the management body to
work towards the benefit of the strata development as a whole.
The agendas in a general meeting usually relate to the whole
strata development which includes incorporating additional
By-laws, appointing an approved company auditor to audit
the maintenance and sinking fund accounts, increasing or
maintaining of the Charges and sinking fund, and making an
allowance for any matter connected with the maintenance and
management of the Common Property.
The management body may only act upon the major decisions
being concluded in the general meetings and the decision
making is closely related to the benefit, comfort and enjoyment
of a strata owner rather than the management body. Hence, it
is always wise to actively be involved in the general meetings,
if not management committee meetings, to have a say in the
matters that reflect the well-being in the strata development.
For financial incentives, the better efficiency of the strata
management directly influences the valuation of the whole
strata development and those strata units within.
Strata management is the driving agent for strata living.
Ignorance of the strata owners’ obligations are no longer
tolerable for the upkeep of the management and maintenance
of the strata development by the management body and
there is now penalty for such ignorance along with a platform
specially formed to address these strata management disputes.
Nonetheless, should one understand the importance of its role
as one of the stakeholders of the strata development and obey
the obligations imposed, strata living is an enjoyable modern
community living similar to the rukun tetangga as practiced by
the elder generations which one called “kampong” or “taman”.

EXSIM PROPERTY AD
FRESHTEL
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FINDING YOUR NEW HOME
EXSIM CORPORATE LEASING & RE-SALE DIVISION

FINDING
YOUR NEW HOME
1.

2.

THE TREEZ
@ Bukit Jalil

SALE
RM1.2 Mil onwards
RENT
RM3,500 partly furnished
RM4,500 fully furnished

RESIDENTIAL

THE LEAFZ
@ Sungai Besi

SIZE
Typical Unit : 1409sf - 1700sf
Condo Villa : 2733sf - 3260sf
Penthouse : 2450sf - 3936sf
Link Villa : 4344sf

SALE
RM520k onwards
RENT
RM1,800 partly furnished
RM2,400 fully furnished

3.

SIZE
750sf - 1430sf
1 Bedroom / 3+1 Bedroom
1259sf, 1317sf(Loft)

TWIN ARKZ
@ Bukit Jalil

SALE
RM700k onwards

4.

RENT
RM2,100 onwards partly furnished
RM2,500 onwards fully furnished
SIZE
721sf - 1339sf (Typical Unit)
1521sf (Loft)
2150sf - 2500sf (Penthouse)

EXPRESSIONZ PROFESSIONAL SUITES
@ Tun Razak

SALE
RM895k onwards
SIZE
674sf
: 1 Bedroom
875sf - 921sf : 2 Bedroom
868sf
: 2+1 Bedroom
1244sf - 1405sf : Loft
643sf - 866sf : Dual Key

5.

THE RAINZ
@ Bukit Jalil

SALE
RM1 Mil onwards

ESTIMATED COMPLETION
Q2 OF 2018

SIZE
1513sf - 1930sf
4+1 / 5+1 Bedroom
ESTIMATED COMPLETION
Q2 OF 2018
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NEW OFFICE CONCEPT
RETAIL / OFFICE / SOHO

NOUVELLE
INDUSTRIAL PARK
@ BALAKONG
RETAIL / SOHO @ Sungai Besi
SALE
RM1.5 Mil onwards

RENT
RM1,500 onwards

SIZE
1500sf onwards

FOR SALE
Tenure
: Freehold
Land Area : from 11,620 sf - 15,000 sf
Built-up : from 6,907 sf – 7,278 sf
SALE
RM4,200,000 onwards
RENT
RM12,000 onwards

RETAIL LOT @ Bukit Jalil
SALE
RM728k onwards

RENT
RM1,500 onwards

SIZE
803sf onwards

NOUVELLE
KEMUNING
INDUSTRIAL PARK
@ BUKIT RIMAU
FOR SALE
Tenure
: Freehold
Land Area : from 10,544 sf – 19,906 sf
Built-up : from 7140 sf – 17,812 sf
SALE
RM5.2mil onwards

RETAIL / OFFICE @ Old Klang Road
SALE
RM720k onwards

SIZE
890sf onwards

CONTACT US
CORPORATE
LEASING &
RE-SALE TEAM

Dave 016 - 203 6330
Kane 012 - 667 4827

Lucas 012 - 970 8380
Steven 012 - 685 3660
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INDUSTRIAL

Thomas 012 - 613 0702
012 - 229 2912
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EVENTS RECAP
EXSIM EVENTS

ANNUAL
DINNER 2015:
A MASQUERADE
NIGHT TO
REMEMBER

I

t was truly a fantastic Saturday evening
for Exsim staff and guests during their
2015 Annual Dinner held on 23rd January
2016 at the Conference Halls 1&2 at Kuala
Lumpur Convention Centre. Elegantly themed
“Masquerade Night”, guests dressed to the
nines in black and blue, complete with gorgeous
masks to complement their black-tie attire.

ENJOYABLE AND
DELIGHTFUL,
EXSIM’S ANNUAL
DINNER WAS
A SUCCESS,
REWARDING
EVERYONE WITH
NOT JUST A GOOD
TIME, BUT ALSO
WONDERFUL
PRIZES AND
MEMORIES TO TAKE
HOME WITH THEM.

A total of 320 people comprising Exsim
employees and special guests filled up the
hall of 32 tables, including the VIP table.
Throughout the night, amidst the beautifully
decorated hall and sumptuous dinner,
a host of activities including an Awards
Ceremony took place to make the event a
truly memorable one.

For the Awards Ceremony, awards were presented to selected employees to honour their
hard work and commitment to the company. These include the Top Ten Staff of the Year,
the Long Service Excellence Award and the Long Service Merit Award to commemorate the
winners of their outstanding contribution and continuous service. Other awards include
the humorously named Iron Man and Iron Woman awards as well as the Man of Steel and
Woman of Steel awards which were given away to healthy and fit employees who have not
taken any medical leaves in a year.
To reward those who took the effort to dress as best as they can, two Best Dressed awards
for both male and female were given out. Judges selected 10 candidates comprising five
men and five women and guests then voted for the Best Dressed winners. The final award
to be handed out was the Sports Awards to give recognition to the department who was
the overall winner in all Exsim sports activities and tournaments held in 2015. This award
serves to encourage “Exsimers” to take on a healthy lifestyle through sports.

To make the night even more rewarding for everyone, there were a series of lucky
draws for different groups of guests. For consultants and associates, the RM288 lucky
draw were set out for 20 people while the lucky draw for staff was carried in 8 sessions
starting with the RM388 session and ending with the RM 1,088 session. Each group
also received a mystery gift on top of the prizes presented. The group which was drawn
last were named the Grand Prize winners and were handsomely rewarded.

Finally, the RM25,000 Mega Lucky Draw was opened out to
Heads of Department who have worked for more than a year at
Exsim, employees who have rendered their services for 5 years
and above and the top ten staff of the year.
Other games during the night also included “Guess the Words”
and a “Drinking Game” and a host of other warm-hearted
activities to bring the Exsim family closer together.
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NIDOZ
RESIDENCES @
DESA PETALING
PRIORITY
PREVIEW

EXCLUSIVE DEALS AT THE
PREVIEW EVENT OF NIDOZ
RESIDENCES @ DESA
PETALING ATTRACTED NOT
ONLY LOYAL PURCHASERS
AND THEIR SPECIAL
GUESTS BUT ALSO
VISITORS FROM NEAR AND
FAR SEEKING QUALITY
PROPERTIES TO INVEST IN.

A

special priority preview of Nidoz
Residences @ Desa Petaling was
recently held at the Medan Kelang
Lama show office. Over 300 guests
and visitors turned up to learn more
about the property and to enjoy the
sumptuous buffet lunch and hi-tea
spread prepared by the Nidoz team.
The spotlight of the event was definitely
the stunning early bird rebate offered as an
exclusive privilege to the loyal purchasers
of Nidoz Residences @ Desa Petaling. To
sweeten the deal, this exclusive rebate was
also extended to the purchasers’ special
guests – all they need to do was drop by
at the show office with the purchasers
during this event. That’s not all, as
exciting rewards were also given way
to purchasers and their special guests
when they made confirmed purchases
of Nidoz units during the event.
With so many exciting deals on the table,
this event proved to be a great success.
Nidoz Residences @ Desa Petaling with
its host of attractive features definitely
attracted a lot of positive attention which
resulted in a huge number of units being
sold during the event.
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